AZBEX Terms of Use/Subscriber Policies
Subscribing to AZBEX includes agreeing to certain terms of use and policies, described herein. AZBEX is a
subscription-based service provided to a subscriber firm. A subscriber is defined as a single entity,
known by one business name only, or a firm with a ”doing business as (DBA).”
Unless expressly agreed to in writing by the Publisher, a subscriber firm is prohibited from sharing any
content or newsletter with any other person or entity. Each newsletter issue is copyright protected to
AZBEX in all its forms, for all intents and purposes. AZBEX reserves all rights and no content may be
digitally, electronically, or mechanically reproduced or shared without express written consent.
The information and publication provided as part of the AZBEX subscription is for internal use only. If
anyone in the subscriber firm forwards or copies any AZBEX publication to a source outside the firm,
AZBEX will immediately cancel the subscription for the subscriber without any refund of remaining
subscription fee. The subscriber will be responsible for subscription fees associated with forwarded
publications and all legal costs resulting from AZBEX pursuit of those subscription fees.
The information contained in the AZBEX publication may not be sold or marketed to any other firm
under any circumstance, nor may the information be compiled into a derivative work for sale.
The newsletter is available to any employee of the subscriber at no additional charge. It is an entitywide subscription. Personnel of the subscriber to which copies are delivered must all be employees,
validated by email addresses all to the subscriber firm’s domain name; subscriptions may be sent to
<Name>@<subscriber>.com. The newsletter is not available to independent contractors or vendors of
the subscriber firm.
Wholly-owned subsidiaries and sister companies are treated as separate subscriber firms. These firms
do have the option to take advantage of a ‘referral’ or ‘bulk’ discount program to realize both the
economy of scale and the fact that AZBEX is getting the benefit of the additional firm as a result of the
primary subscriber. The discount policy is as follows:
•

•

A 50% discount is available to the smaller firm(s) when all firms are billed on one invoice, paid
on time, by one check or credit card, and it is abundantly clear that the firms are in fact related.
For example, on the secondary firm’s website underneath the logo, it might say ‘a division of X
(subscriber)’.
A 20% discount is available to the smaller firm(s) when the invoices are kept separate and paid
separately on time. It still must be made clear to AZBEX that the firms are related i.e. different
names operating out of the same address.

